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Quantum mechanical representation of acoustic streaming and acoustic radiation pressure
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We discuss acoustic streaming and acoustic radiation pressure from the viewpoint of energy and momentum
of acoustic waves, using a quantum mechanical representation of acoustic waves. We represent the energy«
and momentumm of acoustic waves as«5np\v and m5np\k; here np is the phonon density,v is the
frequency,k is the wave number, and\ is Planck’s constant. It is easy to derive the momentum of acoustic
waves asm5«/c ~c is the sound velocity!. Therefore, we can represent the acoustic streaming and acoustic
radiation pressure in terms of the momentum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic waves are treated as phonons in the investiga
of liquid helium 4@1,2# and solids@3–5#. We have attempted
to investigate the nonlinear phenomena~subharmonics@6#,
capillary waves and cavitation@7#! of acoustic waves in wa
ter, using the phonon concept@6–10# and quantum mechan
ics @6–8#. We treated acoustic waves from the viewpoint
energy and momentum@6–10# using the v-k diagram
@11,12#.

Acoustic waves in water have been analyzed using hyd
dynamics@13–16#. However, it is rather difficult to derive
the momentum of an acoustic wave using hydrodynam
@17#. On the other hand, a quantum mechanical represe
tion is very simple and clear; thus the derivation of the m
mentum of an acoustic wave becomes very easy@6–10#.
Therefore, derivations of acoustic radiation pressure and
driving force of acoustic streaming are simple and clear.

We propose a quantum mechanical representation
acoustic waves. Using the momentum of an acoustic wa
we derive the driving force of acoustic streaming and aco
tic radiation pressure. In this study, we try to distingui
clearly between pressure and force and thermal energy
kinetic energy from the viewpoint of momentum and ener

II. THEORY

A. Quantum mechanical representation of an acoustic wave

A quantum mechanical representation of acoustic wa
has been proposed@6–10#. Using the phonon densitynp , the
energy density« and momentum densitym are represented
as,

«5np\v, ~1!

m5np\k. ~2!

Herev52p f ~f is the frequency!, k52p/l ~l is the wave-
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length! is the wave number, and\5h/2p ~h is Planck’s con-
stant!. Using Eqs.~1! and~2!, we can represent the momen
tum as

m5«/c, ~3!

wherec5v/k is the phase velocity of an acoustic wave. T
derivation of Eq.~3! is rather difficult from an analysis o
hydrodynamics@17#.

B. Derivation of acoustic pressure and streaming force

Acoustic radiation pressure and acoustic streaming
due to the momentum and energy transfer of an acou
wave to the medium. The difference between acoustic ra
tion pressure and acoustic streaming is that for acou
streaming there is a transfer of acoustic energy to the kin
energy of the medium. In the case of acoustic radiation p
sure, the medium does not obtain kinetic energy. Althou
there is acoustic energy transfer to the thermal energy of
medium, there is no momentum transfer. This is because
momentum of thermal energy is 0. However, kinetic ene
is related to momentum.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual illustration of acoustic

FIG. 1. Conceptual illustration of acoustic wave absorption.
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ergy and momentum transfer to the medium. Here we disc
ideal kinetic energy transfer to the medium. Phonons trav
distanceDx5x22x1 within time Dt5t22t1 with a phase
velocity c; i.e. c5Dx/Dt, and the momentum of a phonon
transferred to the medium, which is represented asDm
5m(x2)2m(x1). Thereafter the medium is accelerate
DnD5nD(x2)2nD(x1); herenD shows the drift velocity of
the medium. By assuming that the momentum is comple
transferred to the medium drift motion, we can obtain E
~4!, which indicates the driving force of the medium:

r
DnD

Dt
52

Dm

Dt
, ~4!

Here we can substituteDt5Dx/c andm5«/c, and then ob-
tain

r
DnD

Dt
52

Dm

Dt
52

D«

Dx
. ~5!

Equation ~5! shows thatD«5«(x2)2«(x1), which is the
acoustic energy difference in the distanceDx, causes the
driving force of the medium. Therefore, the driving force
acoustic streamingf A is represented as follows@13# as the
limit of Dt→0:

f A[r
]nD

]t
52

]«

]x
. ~6!

Under the ideal condition that the medium does not mo
the momentum transferred to the medium acts as the pres
of acoustic radiation. Under acoustic radiation pressure,
medium obtains momentum; however, does not gain kin
energy.

We define the acoustic radiation pressurepA as the aver-
age momentum transfer, as follows:

pA[2
Dm

Dt
. ~7!

In Eq. ~7! there is no kinetic energy transfer to the mediu
there is only momentum transfer. Equation~7! is identical to
Eq. ~4!, and hence can be rewritten as follows:

pA[2
Dm

Dt
52

D«

Dx
. ~8!

Here, the energy difference is caused through the reflec
or absorption of an acoustic wave. Absorption means aco
tic energy transfer to the thermal energy of the mediu
Thermal energy transfer will be discussed in Secs. II C a
II D.

The force of acoustic streamingf A moves the medium
however, the pressure of the acoustic radiationpA acts as the
pressure on the medium. The phenomenon which occur
the actual medium is a mixture off A and pA acting on the
medium~see Sec. III!. Equations~6! and~8! are represented
using the acoustic energy density; therefore, acoustic w
absorption and reflection are included in these expressi
02631
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i.e., Eqs.~6! and ~8! represent not only the absorption b
also the reflection of acoustic wave.

C. Mechanism

The mechanisms of acoustic wave absorption are
plained briefly. Figure 2 shows acoustic energy transfer
the thermal energyTh and the medium motionMD . Acoustic
waves have not only energy but momentum; thus, at
absorption of acoustic waves, momentum should also
transferred to the medium, and acoustic streaming is ge
ated.

At the Maxwell distribution, the temperature of the m
dium is represented by the width of the velocity distributi
function of the medium. The thermal energyTh is the energy
absorbed in the medium as the width of the velocity dis
bution function of the medium. Therefore, there is no m
mentum transfer.

The medium motionMD is represented by momentum
rnD and a kinetic energy12 rnD

2 ; herenD is the drift velocity
of the medium. The medium obtains thermal energy by
absorption of acoustic waves, which changes the thermal
ergy of the medium fromT1 to T25T11Th . In the case in
which the medium does not move, acoustic radiation pr
sure will be generated.

D. v-k diagram

Energy and momentum conservation between an acou
wave and the medium is represented on the frequency
wave number~v-k! diagram@11,12# shown in Fig. 3. Here
the vertical axis indicates the frequencyv, and the horizontal
axis indicates the wave numberk. We represent the acousti
wave and medium motion in thev-k diagram, which indi-
cates energy and momentum transfer between the aco
wave and the medium. Acoustic waves and medium moti
are represented by the points in the diagram. Here
straight lineO-a shows the dispersion relations of longitud
nal waves. The quadratic curvem-O-m8 is plotted by mo-
mentumrnD and kinetic energy1

2 rnD
2 , usingnD as a vari-

FIG. 2. Acoustic energy absorption by the medium.
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able. This curve represents the kinetic motion of the medi
The v axis represents the kinetic energy of the medi
1
2 rnD

2 , and thek axis represents the momentum of the m
dium rnD . Vector OP0 is an acoustic wave which has
frequencyv0 and a wave numberk0 ,OTh is the thermal
energy, andOMD represents the kinetic motion of the m
dium drift. The thermal energyOTh does not have momen
tum; thus it is represented by a vector on thev axis. Paral-
lelogram OMDP0Th shows the condition of energy an
momentum conservation between the acoustic wave and
medium. This condition is a sufficient condition which ind
cates that the acoustic wave is transferred to the ther
energy and medium drift.

Figure 4 shows thev-k diagram of acoustic radiation
pressure that is generated by acoustic wave absorption
this case, the medium does not obtain kinetic energy,
only gains thermal energy and acoustic radiation press
OA. Here, parallelogramOAP0Th shows the energy and mo

FIG. 3. Acoustic wave transfer to thermal energy and medi
motion.

FIG. 4. v-k diagram of acoustic wave absorption and radiat
pressure.
02631
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mentum conservation condition.
Figure 5 shows thev-k diagram of acoustic radiation

pressure generated by the acoustic wave reflection. Ve
OA represents acoustic radiation pressure, and vector OR
reflected wave. In this case, there is no kinetic energy tra
fer.

III. DISCUSSION

We clearly distinguished between acoustic streaming
acoustic radiation pressure under ideal conditions. The
tinction depends on kinetic energy transfer. In Eq.~6!, kinetic
energy transfer occurs completely; in Eq.~8!, there is no
kinetic energy transfer. However, there is an intermedi
condition: the medium can partially obtain kinetic energ
This means that the medium drifts, receiving acoustic rad
tion pressure. These conditions are drawn as a vector f
the origin to the point on lineAMD , which is represented
between the horizontal line and parabolic lineO-m in Fig. 3.
It is rather difficult to estimate the kinetic energy transfer
the medium. For example, the viscosity of the medium w
change the rate of the kinetic energy transfer. In an ac
medium, the radiation pressure and driving force may
simultaneously. Therefore, it is rather difficult to separa
acoustic radiation pressure and the driving force of acou
streaming.

We discussed acoustic waves from the viewpoint o
quantum mechanical representation. The energy is re
sented by the phonon density and the frequency; theref
there are two parameters concerning energy. This means
energy transfer is represented not only by a phonon den
decrease but also by a frequency decline. According to qu
tum mechanics, a frequency decline indicates an energy
However, at the present stage, we consider acoustic stre
ing and acoustic radiation pressure under the condition
constant frequency. Therefore, we discuss the absorption
reflection via phonon density change. Nevertheless, we h
experimentally detected the side band of the driving f
quency at a large amplitude acoustic wave. In particula

FIG. 5. v-k diagram of acoustic wave reflection and radiati
pressure.
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lower side band seems to be due to the frequency redsh
an acoustic wave@18#.

In this study, we assumed the condition of constant f
quency; therefore, we did not discuss the acoustic stream
caused by the backscattering of an acoustic wave. Becau
kinetic energy transfer due to backscattering requires a
quency redshift of the backscattered wave, this means
energy and momentum matching conditions are not fulfil
without a frequency decline of the backscattered wave.
parallelogram cannot be drawn without the frequency dec
of the backscattered wave. Figure 6 shows thev-k diagram
of backscattering and acoustic streaming. Energy and
mentum matching conditions are represented as paral
gramOMDP0Ba. The incident acoustic waveP0 causes me-
dium motionOMD and is scattered as backscattered wa
OBa. Therefore the frequency of the backscattered wav
redshifted fromv0 to vb . Under actual conditions, the ra
diation pressure and driving force may be acting simu
neously on the medium. The medium motion is represen
as the vector from the origin to the point on lineAMD .

The thermal energy and kinetic energy are clearly dis
guished. The thermal energy is represented as a point on
v axis; this means that the thermal energy does not h
momentum. Figure 7 shows thev-k diagram of acoustic pho
non transfer to the thermal motion and drift motion. Incide

FIG. 6. v-k diagram of acoustic wave backscattering and aco
tic streaming.
ev
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waveP0 is represented as the summation of thermal ene
OTh and medium driftMD . The thermal energyOTh is also
represented as the summation of two kinetic motionsOMT1
andOMT2 . These kinetic motions cause the deformation
the velocity distribution function as shown in Fig. 2. Ther
after, the collision between the molecules of the medi
generates a Maxwell distribution function; thus the tempe
ture is defined as the width of the distribution functio
Therefore, the averaged momentum of thermal molecu
motions is 0.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a quantum mechanical representation
acoustic waves, and investigated the interaction betwee
acoustic wave and a medium from the viewpoints of ene
and momentum. The explanation based on thev-k diagram is
very simple, and is helpful for understanding the pheno
enon compared to an analyses by hydrodynamics using
perturbation method. The simplicity of the quantum m
chanical representation puts the technological application
acoustics into perspective. Acoustic wave interaction w
the medium is a mixture of acoustic radiation pressure
acoustic streaming, which are caused by the absorption
reflection of the acoustic wave. At this stage, these disc
sions are held under the condition of constant frequen
therefore, the discussions are restricted. We plan to study
frequency change of an acoustic wave.

-

FIG. 7. v-k diagram of thermal motion.
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